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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING

**ONGOING SERIES**

**Transformers: Rescue Bots Academy**
*Series Airs Saturdays at 9a/8c*
*TV-Y*

School is in session in the world of TRANSFORMERS: RESCUE BOTS ACADEMY and instructors Heatwave the Fire-Bot, Chase the Police-Bot, Blades the Copter-Bot, and Boulder the Construction-Bot are ready to train a new batch of recruits. Just arriving on Earth from their home world of Cybertron, young Hot Shot, Hoist, Whirl the Flight-Bot, Wedge the Construction-Bot and Medix have the honor of being the first class in history to enroll in the Rescue Bots Academy, a highly advanced training facility located at a top-secret base. With encouragement from Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, and Gridlock, the new recruits learn the power of team building through exciting simulated and real-life rescue missions that highlight the importance of heroism, teamwork, and most importantly, friendship.

- **Space Case/At Sea** premiers Saturday, September 7 at 9a/8c
  When the Bots become stranded in space while making repairs on the Asgard, the Recruits have to figure out what does in order to perform a daring rescue. Boulder leads the class on an underwater ocean clean-up mission, but the recruits are so busy competing with each other, they stumble into danger.

- **All Washed Up/Trick or Treat** premiers Saturday, September 7 at 9:30a/8:30c
  Hoist builds a cleaning droid to help scrub the academy, but instead it nearly destroys it. The Bots experience their first Halloween and Wedge goes dressed up as Bumblebee. However, his 'heroic' behavior backfires when the Recruits respond to a fire rescue.

- **Balloon Up a Tree/The Mystery of Dragon Mountain** premiers Saturday, September 14 at 9:30a/8:30c
  The Recruits attempt to rescue a balloon from a tree but end up on top of a rocket. When they tackle a fantasy simulation that pits them against a fire-breathing dragon, the Recruits learn that the obvious answer isn't always the right one.

- **Hack Attack/Life of the Party** premiers Saturday, September 21 at 9:30a/8:30c
  When Hot Shot replaces Chase's traffic stop simulation for his computer game, the Recruits find themselves unprepared as they face giant hedgehogs. When the other Recruits tell Medix he's a "stick in the mud," he enlists Chase to help him learn how to loosen up. But Medix's newfound sense of humor threatens a rescue and his value to the team.

- **Tyrannosaurus Wrecked/Dino Hard** premiers Saturday, September 28 at 9:30a/8:30c
  Hoist is terrified by the Academy's new teacher, Grimlock. An intervention from his friends and Heatwave shows him everyone is scared of something. Later, alone in the Academy with a Triceratops, Hoist must overcome his fear of dinosaurs and calm the savage beast.

**My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic (Season 9)**
*Series Airs Saturdays at 11:30a/10:30c*
*TV-Y*

MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC follows the magical Princess Twilight Sparkle and her trusted assistant Spike, who live in Ponyville in the enchanted land of Equestria, along with her colorful pony friends –
honest Applejack, generous Rarity, kind Fluttershy, loyal Rainbow Dash and fun-loving Pinkie Pie. Together, they teach one another valuable lessons about the most powerful magic of all — the magic of friendship. This season, fan favorites “Quibble Pants” (voiced by Patton Oswalt) and “Cheese Sandwich” (voiced by “Weird Al” Yankovic) return to Equestria for the final season filled with brand new original songs, exciting new characters and even bigger adventures.

- **Dragon Dropped** premieres Saturday, September 7 at 11:30a/10:30c
  Rarity worries she’s done something to upset Spike when he stops making time for her.

- **A Horse Shoe in premieres Saturday, September 14 at 11:30a/10:30c**
  Starlight decides to hire a Vice Headmare in preparation to take over the School of Friendship from Twilight. But she soon realizes that hiring the right pony for the job is going to be a lot harder than she thought.

- **Daring Doubt** premieres Saturday, September 21 at 11:30a/10:30c
  When another author releases his own version of the events in AK Yearling’s Daring Do books, Rainbow Dash is furious, while Fluttershy is curious to know the truth.

- **Growing Up is Hard to Do** premieres Saturday, September 28 at 11:30a/10:30c
  When the Cutie Mark Crusaders are magically transformed into grownups, they discover that growing up the right way means gaining experience and wisdom that simply can’t be rushed.

**The Polos**
*Series Airs Saturdays at 7:30a/6:30c*
*TV-Y*

The Polos, a quirky group of friends, born and raised in the digital world, take off on epic road trips to experience the wonder of the natural world. Driven by their insatiable curiosity, the crew explores the furthest reaches of the planet and beyond!

- **The Disappearing Log Trick/A Sticky Solution & Do You Read Me?/Asteroids premieres Saturday, September 14 at 7:30a/6:30c**
  In full magician mode, Lily is eager to perform her disappearing coin trick for her friends, but the Polos have another disappearing act to figure out: what happened to their favorite fallen tree “bench” that’s gone missing from the forest. Later, Marco leads the charge into orbit to investigate a problem with a satellite when the Polos lose communication with Gorby and Lily.

- **Ants/Slow as a Sloth & Run Like a Cheetah/Hippo Surprise premieres Saturday, September 21 at 7:30a/6:30c**
  When Willow accidentally ejects all the PoloMobile’s contents outside the vehicle, the Polos gather up and return the items inside just like the leafcutter ants they observe. Inspired by how athletic cheetahs are, Lily enlists Willow’s help to find out what makes them such great athletes in the animal world. When Marco sees hippos in action, he’s surprised to learn that such big animals don’t sink!

- **A Noisy Bug/Black Bear Surprise & Space Rescue/Adventuring in Space premieres September 28 at 7:30a/6:30c**
  When Willow’s noisy gadgets go wayward, the Polos round them all up, but even after they turn them off, the loud buzzing sound they hear continues. Later, the Polos observe black bears. When the Polos fly back to the Sun after visiting Pluto, they realize they accidentally left Chester stranded!

**Pirata & Capitano**
*Series Airs Sundays at 8:30a/7:30c*
*TV-Y*

Set sail with the faithful crew of the good ship Pink Skull. Pirata, Capitano and their friends are on a never-ending quest for treasure and find adventure, fun and team spirit on the way as they explore the mysterious islands of the Great Sea.

- **Pirate of the Year/The Pearl premieres Sunday, September 1 at 8:30a/7:30c**
  Pirata participates in the Pirate of the Year contest on Barracuda Island. Non-pirates are not allowed to participate, but a curious Capitano sneaks over to get a look at what they’re doing. Later, Pirata accidentally breaks the pearl she was going to give to Inky Salma for her birthday. She enlists Capitano’s help and they set off in search of a new pearl.

- **The Treasure Cave/Meowkat Must Be Saved premieres Sunday, September 8 at 8:30a/7:30c**
  On Skeleton Island, Roberto finds a treasure map signed by Boney Boots, one of his ancestors. He gives it to Pirata and Capitano who immediately suggest going on a treasure hunt. Later, Dodo the Devious kidnaps Meowcat and demands Cococroc’s treasure as ransom.

- **The Two Pendants/The Febergus Egg premieres Sunday, September 15 at 8:30a/7:30c**
  Pirata finds a medallion but Murana steals it because she has one as well, and when the two are placed side by side, they form a treasure map. The two pirates compete to see who can find the treasure first. Pirata wants to have her portrait painted by Dany-the-Dandy and exhibited in the
gallery among all the other paintings of illustrious pirates. But in order to have her heart's desire, Pirata must win a very tricky challenge.

- **The Case of the Missing Seaplane/The Mermaid Painting** premieres Sunday, September 22 at 8:30a/7:30c
  Capitano's hydroplane is missing so he boards the Pink Skull so that he and Pirata can search for his lost treasure. Later, Pirata finds a portrait of a pirate and a mermaid. Dany thinks it's a painting of one of his ancestors and he goes off in search of mermaids.

- **Slimy Scheming Murana/Scorpionfish Scotty's Treasure** premieres Sunday, September 29 at 8:30a/7:30c
  Not wanting to risk sailing her ship through the Barbarossa Straits despite the treasure that awaits beyond it, Murana challenges Pirata to a challenge. Deceitful swindler Dodo the Devious manages to convince all the pirates on Barracuda Island that Pirata broke his leg and destroyed his map of Scorpion Fish Jack's treasure!

---

**PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING**

**NEW SERIES**

**Worst Cooks in America**
*Network Premiere Tuesday, September 3 at 7/6c*
*TV-G*

In **WORST COOKS IN AMERICA**, two premier chefs work to transform a team of hopeless cooks from kitchen disasters to kitchen masters, and the last recruit standing wins $25,000.

- **Worst Food Forward** premieres Tuesday, September 3 at 7/6c
  Hundreds of terrible home cooks came out for the nationwide auditions, but only 16 of the country’s worst home cooks travel to New York City to compete in a culinary Boot Camp run by Food Network chefs Anne Burrell and Robert Irvine. For the first Skill Drill, the recruits have 60 minutes to prepare a dish from scratch, and after sampling the terrible cooking, each chef chooses a team of eight for the other chef to teach. For the first Main Dish Challenge, the recruits must butcher a whole chicken and replicate an entrée as taught by their chef. Things get fiery, and the competition heats up as the least successful cook on each team is eliminated.

- **Farmageddon** premieres Tuesday, September 3 at 8/7c
  Awakened by a live chicken in their penthouse, the 14 remaining recruits take a field trip to a farm where Chefs Anne and Robert challenge them to prepare the perfect omelet for their Skill Drill. Back at Boot Camp, in the Main Dish Challenge, both chefs demonstrate a pork dish, and each recruit participates in a step of the demo. Halfway through prep, the chefs surprise the recruits by taking away their notebooks. To finish the task, the recruits must rely on their own memory and each other. After mixed results, the two worst cooks are eliminated.

- **Frozen to Fabulous** premieres Tuesday, September 3 at 9/8c
  To build the recruits' understanding of flavor, Chefs Anne and Robert set out three sauces for each team to replicate by taste alone in hopes of winning the honor of "top taste buds". Each chef then incorporates one of the sauces into a seafood dish, and their team members must recreate the recipe for the Skill Drill. After some difficulties, the recruits start in on the Main Dish Challenge where Chefs Anne and Robert demo a multi-component "Frozen Meal Makeover" using fresh and flavorful ingredients for the recruits to replicate. After sampling the results, two more worst cooks must turn in their aprons and leave Boot Camp.

- **Grill Skills** premieres Tuesday, September 3 at 10/9c
  The recruits arrive in a park for a burger grilling Skill Drill, and when Chefs Anne and Robert encourage them to put their own spin on this classic, some cooks struggle to find inspiration. The chefs choose the most creative burger after a blind taste test, and reveal a "Chef Advantage" - the chef whose recruit wins the Skill Drill gets to trade a team member. The next day at Boot Camp for the Main Dish Challenge, the recruits must execute elegant meals for two, sit down to eat with their chef, and defend their dishes. The losing recruits are eliminated.

- **Game Day Party** premieres Tuesday, September 10 at 7/6c
  At midterm time, Chefs Anne and Robert want to see how the recruits perform without supervision. Via video message, the chefs assign their teams a scrambled recipe for the Skill Drill. Each team works together to unscramble the recipe and cook the dish while the chefs secretly watch their attempt on closed circuit TV. For the Main Dish Challenge, the chefs shock their recruits with the news that they must cater an hors d’oeuvre party for NFL star Kris Jenkins, his wife, and 30 of their guests! It's game time, and the two least successful cooks are cut.

- **Facing Food Fears** premieres Tuesday, September 10 at 8/7c
  The remaining six recruits attempt to conquer intimidating ingredients when they visit The Meat Hook, a New York butcher shop, where they learn to make a sausage meal from scratch for their...
ATM
hotels and casinos, Fortune 500 businesses, private homes and millionaire homeowners across the country.

Wayde and Brett Raymer are ready to take fish tank building to a whole new level! These tanks are all filled with the most exotic, unusual, colorful and dangerous fish in the world. ATM is one of the country's most successful builders of aquariums and two of Sin City's most imaginative businessmen, Wayde King and Brett Raymer, are tasked with building some of the most enormous inspiring tanks and aquariums for top celebrities, luxury hotels and casinos, Fortune 500 businesses, private homes and millionaire homeowners across the country. ATM takes on more than 200 projects every year with tanks ranging from 50 to one million gallons in size.

The team from Las Vegas-based Acrylic Tank Manufacturing (ATM) and co-owners Wayde King and Brett Raymer are ready to take fish tank building to a whole new level! These tanks are all filled with the most exotic, unusual, colorful and dangerous fish in the world. ATM is one of the country's most successful builders of aquariums and two of Sin City's most imaginative businessmen, Wayde King and Brett Raymer, are tasked with building some of the most enormous and awe-inspiring tanks and aquariums for top celebrities, luxury hotels and casinos, Fortune 500 businesses, private homes and millionaire homeowners across the country. ATM takes on more than 200 projects every year with tanks ranging from 50 to one million gallons in size.

Sweet Surprise premiers Tuesday, September 10 at 9/8c
The final four compete in a "Culinary Decathlon" Skill Drill to test their knowledge thus far. Then, the chefs teach their recruits a complicated dessert technique featuring a flambé® presentation. For the Main Dish Challenge, some special guests arrive for the recruits as their loved ones reveal a favorite dish for them to prepare. The recruits must then make that dish using a recipe written by their chef and serve the flambé® dessert tableside. After the tasting, each chef decides who will advance to the final challenge.

Worst to First premiers Tuesday, September 10 at 10/9c
The final two recruits face their toughest challenge yet: to prepare a three-course meal in a real restaurant kitchen for a panel of demanding gourmands. Chefs Anne and Robert devise a menu, send the recruits shopping for ingredients, and then help their recruit practice the menu for three short hours. The next day, the recruits find themselves at New York's famed Tribeca Grill, where they must cook for three culinary experts: Marc Murphy, Donatella Arpaia, and Drew Nieporent. After much deliberation, the panel reveals its choice for the best-executed meal. The winner receives $25,000 and bragging rights that they are no longer one of the Worst Cooks in America.

Fear the Worst premiers Tuesday, September 17 at 7/6c
Chef Tyler Florence returns to the kitchen to challenge reigning champ Chef Anne Burrell to a rematch. An open casting call attracts some of the worst cooks that they've seen yet, but they choose 14 recruits to train back at culinary boot camp. These "home cooks" make their signature dishes, and after an unsavory tasting, Anne and Tyler pick their teams and attempt to teach them how to make a well-balanced dinner.

Getting Stuffed premiers Tuesday, September 17 at 8/7c
Chef Anne Burrell and Chef Tyler Florence test the recruits' food knowledge in a game show-style battle of "Family Food," where they go head-to-head to win steps for an incomplete recipe. After the game, they clumsily attempt to fill in the blanks in their partial recipes and cook the dish. Then, they all must stuff and prepare a delicate cut of meat.

50 Shades of Flavor premiers Tuesday, September 17 at 9/8c
The recruits learn all about flavor combinations by taste-testing some unlikely pairings, then the Skill Drill tests their creativity as they construct unique ice cream sandwiches. The flavor showdown continues when the recruits must create their own unique filling for empanadas, and two recruits fail to deliver.

Taking It to the Streets premiers Tuesday, September 17 at 10/9c
Chef Anne Burrell and Chef Tyler Florence give the recruits a hard lesson in kitchen multi-tasking, as they must cook four eggs, each in a different style -- leaving some of them scrambling for time, and others cracking under the pressure! Then, the kitchen gets even hotter when the recruits make four different Asian street food dishes.

The Cod Squad premiers Tuesday, September 24 at 8/7c
The remaining recruits must use exotic proteins to grind out some unforgettable burgers. After serving their original sliders to Chef Anne Burrell and Chef Tyler Florence, the recruits learn they must each fillet a whole cod to make homemade fish and chips.

Blast From the Past premiers Tuesday, September 24 at 9/8c
For the last Skill Drill, Chef Anne Burrell and Chef Tyler Florence challenge the final four recruits to replicate a dish. With no help from their mentors, the recruits must rely on their taste buds and newfound skills. The trials continue when the recruits must cook a revamped version of their Day 1 signature dishes for their loved ones -- but their loved ones don't know which recruit cooked what dish and could unwittingly send their own loved one packing!

Tanked
Network Premiere Sunday, September 8 at 7/6c
TV-PG
The team from Las Vegas-based Acrylic Tank Manufacturing (ATM) and co-owners Wayde King and Brett Raymer are ready to take fish tank building to a whole new level! These tanks are all filled with the most exotic, unusual, colorful and dangerous fish in the world. ATM is one of the country's most successful builders of aquariums and two of Sin City's most imaginative businessmen, Wayde King and Brett Raymer, are tasked with building some of the most enormous and awe-inspiring tanks and aquariums for top celebrities, luxury hotels and casinos, Fortune 500 businesses, private homes and millionaire homeowners across the country. ATM takes on more than 200 projects every year with tanks ranging from 50 to one million gallons in size.

Swimming with the Sharks premiers Sunday, September 8 at 7/6c
Wayde and Brett explore the other side of the law and design a 1,000-gallon mob inspired tank.
Heather reluctantly enters a shark tank to help place inserts. The ATM team gives a relocated New York family a one-of-a-kind NYC themed Phone Booth Aquarium.

- **Rules of Engagement** premieres Sunday, September 8 at 8/7c
  A fish feeding problem turns into an all-day affair, a tank on hydraulics gives a new business a lift and makes waves with a hidden engagement ring, and the owner of a free standing 1950s diner gives some heavy demands for a tank to match the décor.

- **Brett Takes a Dive** premieres Sunday, September 8 at 9/8c
  A quarantine tank for some hands on clients has the ATM team wishing for solitary confinement, Brett buys a clunker to build a car theme tank in record time without considering the consequences, and Brett is nervous to use his new scuba skills.

- **Be Cool** premieres Sunday, September 8 at 10/9c
  A 57,000 gallon tank for a mega church is finally complete and ready to be baptized by Wayde and Brett, an engaged girlfriend surprises her fiancé with a keg tank for his man cave, and Brett adds some uninvited flare to a lawyer's reception desk shark tank.

- **Old School vs. New School** premieres Sunday, September 15 at 7/6c
  Wayde and Brett take a walk on the techy side by building a tank for a state-of-the-art robotic systems company in Massachusetts. On the flip side, they fly to Chicago to meet up with a pinball enthusiast who needs a tank for his game room.

- **Fish Out of Water** premieres Sunday, September 15 at 8/7c
  Wayde and Brett are back home in New York visiting a long-time client to go over the install of a shark tank for his newly constructed orthodontist office. Later, the boys come up with a display tank for an appliance store that will wow its customers.

- **Serenity Now** premieres Sunday, September 15 at 9/8c
  Wayde and Brett build a show piece for a furniture store in North Carolina. In Las Vegas, the owner of Black Spade Tattoo Parlor wants a tank that will alleviate any ink newbies’ worries by creating a calming environment in an otherwise stressful place.

- **Polar Opposites** premieres Sunday, September 15 at 10/9c
  The guys go to Southern California to build a 35-foot-long marquee tank for Valley View Casino under a serious time crunch, then head back to Las Vegas for a freezing cold jellyfish tank inside of the Monte Carlo Minus 5 Ice Bar.

- **Tanks for the Memories** premieres Sunday, September 22 at 7/6c
  The guys talk about their favorite tanks, fish, and pranks from season 1. They’ll take a trip down memory lane, share some behind the scenes stories, and some never before seen footage from all of their favorite tanks.

- **Most Challenging Tanks** premieres Sunday, September 22 at 8/7c
  The guys countdown their toughest tank builds from season 1. Brett and Wayde take us through the sleepless nights, the experiments, and down and dirty moments that made some of the most amazing tanks you’ve ever seen.

- **Roll with It** premieres Sunday, September 22 at 9/8c
  Brett and Wayde hit this one out of the park with a tank inside a school bus for a Pensacola baseball team, a nail salon is looking to redefine acrylic, and bad news hits when a tank drops.

- **Where the Wild Things Are** premieres Sunday, September 22 at 10/9c
  Animals are welcome as Brett and Wayde get creative with three different tanks for Petco and a Kiss themed mini-golf course attempts to hit a hole in one with a rockin’ tank worthy of music royalty.

- **We’re Gonna Need a Bigger Tank** premieres Sunday, September 29 at 7/6c
  Brett and Wayde take care of one of their biggest clients and one of their smallest as they build tanks for Emmy award winning comedian Tracy Morgan and a little kid who’s a big fan of ATM.

- **Flying High and Sinking Deep** premieres Sunday, September 29 at 8/7c
  Brett and Wayde build a tank over a staircase for a successful manufacturing company in Chicago that gives them the star treatment on a chartered flight. An interactive submarine game tank for a Philadelphia restaurant proves a bigger challenge than anticipated.

- **For Love of the Game...or Money?** premieres Sunday, September 29 at 9/8c
  The ATM duo scores a touchdown with NFL’s Bart Scott and turns his ponds into ‘Club Aqua’. Brett and Wayde must be on their game in order to complete the Saveology vault tank.

- **Nuclear Family** premieres Sunday, September 29 at 10/9c
  The ATM Family takes a walk down memory lane with fantastic tanks and shares what it takes to work alongside your wife, father and brother-in-law.

**ONGOING SERIES**

**Cake Boss (Season 9)**

*Series Airs Saturdays at 9/8c*
Buddy Valastro is back for a brand-new season of CAKE BOSS! Follow the world-famous baker and his family as they continue to expand Carlo's Bakery, their successful family business. Buddy and his cake making team, including his four sisters, two brothers-in-law and cousins, will return to tackle exciting new projects including a fire-breathing dragon cake and a Viking ship inspired cake. Viewers will also get to catch up with Buddy's wife, Lisa; his children, Sofia, Buddy Jr, Marco and Carlo. As one of the most successful and renowned cake artists in the United States, Buddy continues his mission to achieve his late father's dream of making Carlo's Bake Shop a household name.

**Steampunks, Kiwi Cake and Babysitting Jitters** premieres Saturday, September 7 at 9/8c
Before the team can build a cake for the Steampunk World's Fair they have one question: what is steampunk? It takes all gears turning to grasp this concept and build a steaming, and rotating cake that's fit for the fantasy world of steampunk. Kiwis (the bird), kiwis (the fruit) and sheep are all in order when Buddy makes a cake to capture the country of New Zealand. This cake needs to scream kiwi on the outside and taste kiwi on the inside with a special pavlova style filling. Buddy Castano is in charge of the Valastro kids for a few hours, but babysitting isn’t easy when one of the kids goes missing!

**Mommas Day, Floral Flavors and Cake Clinics** premieres Saturday, September 14 at 9/8c
Cakes are flying out the door on this busy Mother’s Day, so it’s a real problem when the bakery runs out of a key ingredient. Buddy becomes part baker part florist when he creates a flower covered cake, complete with a rose flavored filling for a Mother’s Day brunch. Lisa and Sofia help Buddy host a special decorating class just for mothers and daughters. The whole Valastro famiglia comes out to celebrate Momma, and all the other wonderful moms in the family.

**Color Festival, Sofia’s Graduating and a Paint Date** premieres Saturday, September 21 at 9/8c
It’s an emotional day when Buddy makes a cake for his daughter’s 8th grade graduation. It’s got all of Sofia’s favorite design elements. But when her younger brother, Buddy Jr. is put in charge of the cake delivery there’s no telling what will happen. The bakery gets colorful as they create a cake for the traditional Indian celebration to welcome Spring called Holi. The cake needs to be both bright and delicious to represent this festival of colors. Mary, Grace and Madeline plan a creative night out with their husbands. This is no paint by numbers date when the guys realize they've been signed up to paint portraits of their wives.

**Ships Ahoy, Mary’s Mix-Up and Elevator Error** premieres Saturday, September 28 at 9/8c
It’s a sight to see! Every summer, New York’s harbor fills with U.S. Navy ships to celebrate Fleet Week. This celebration is all about honoring men and women in the armed forces, and every year, Carlo’s bakery donates an amazing cake that’ll put a smile on every service member’s face. This is a big week for Mary’s twins: they’re celebrating their confirmation. Mary asks Buddy to make a cake with just the right amount of 'gaudiness' for the occasion, and Buddy enlists the help of his son Buddy Jr. to make the cake for this family celebration. But when it comes to the delivery, the cake is a no-show! To top off the week, an elevator malfunction at the bakery has Buddy fuming.

***Treehouse Masters***

*Series Airs Mondays at 7/6c*

**TV-PG**

**TREEHOUSE MASTERS** has viewers climbing to a majestic world up in the treetops with visionary and tree whisperer Pete Nelson as he designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and awaken their inner child. Pete goes out on a limb to create breathtaking realities for a host of clientele including designing multi-bedroom dream tree houses complete with functional plumbing and electricity to simple one-room lofts. His portfolio boasts the creation and construction of adventurous tree-house retreats, which include zip lines and vine swings, Indiana Jones-inspired bridges and secret entrances; a levitating lighthouse treehouse; and a record-high recording studio that marries music and nature. Pete and his team of designers and carpenters, including son Charlie, must endure Mother Nature's shyfty antics, dangerous construction equipment and dizzy heights in order to build these sanctuaries.

**View From Above III** premieres Monday, September 2 at 7/6c
Pete and his crew gather 'round the campfire to answer questions from fans, and recall the most magnificent builds, heartwarming memories, and downright ridiculous moments they've enjoyed in the world of treehouses.

**Treehouse Point 2.0!** premieres Monday, September 2 at 8/7c
Pete and his family gear up to expand their treehouse empire on 23-acres of forest wonderland. As construction kicks off, Pete enlists his son Charlie to oversee the project and builds an incredible treehouse home base for him to live in fulltime.

**Ultimate Treehouses V** premieres Monday, September 2 at 9/8c
Join Pete Nelson as he explores treehouses that tap into the mind, body, and spirit -- from a manta-ray-shaped wonderland amongst a Thai jungle, to a spirit-soothing hideaway nestled within Australia's wilderness, and many more awe-inspiring treehouses!
Surprise Makeover Edition premieres Monday, September 2 at 10/9c

In this special season finale, Pete surprises two lucky winners to receive complete, top-to-bottom, $20,000 renovations of their existing treehouses, giving old, rundown childhood structures much needed repairs, remodels, and complete makeovers!

Appalachian Christmas Treehouse premieres Monday, September 9 at 7/6c

Pete and his merry men trek to the Blue Ridge Mountains to build a treehouse for one of their own, carpenter Mike Reynolds. Sitting 16 feet high, it will be the perfect rustic guesthouse to host the raucous Appalachian Breaking Up Christmas tradition!

Nature’s Super HQ premieres Monday, September 9 at 8/7c

Pete and his crew give superhero efforts to build a treehouse for the For-Mar Nature Preserve just outside of Flint, MI. The five-platform "nature headquarters" will serve as a positive addition to a community still reeling from the water crisis that began in 2014.

The Owl Treehouse premieres Monday, September 9 at 9/8c

Pete pushes his design-skills to create an owl-inspired treehouse library in Charlotte, NC. Evoking the face of the bird and using all sorts of curves, including rounded walls and semi-circle bookcases, the crew constructs a one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

Glamorous Glamping Retreat premieres Monday, September 9 at 10/9c

The team leaves their tents behind and head to New Jersey to build a camper’s retreat for an outdoor-loving couple. With a screened-in porch, a floating barbecue deck, and a cozy hanging bed, this Adirondack style tree-cabin puts glamping in the trees!

Glasshouse Treehouse premieres Monday, September 16 at 7/6c

Pete treks to New York's Catskill Mountains to build a glasshouse in the sky! Piecing materials together like a puzzle, Pete uses his clients' collection of 50 vintage windows to construct an elegant treehouse incased by walls of glass.

City Sleeker Treehouse premieres Monday, September 16 at 8/7c

Pete is back in Texas to build a sophisticated, sleek-and-chic treehouse in the heart of Dallas. Daryl and the team put treehouse engineering to the ultimate test at Washington State University.

Hill Country Hideout premieres Monday, September 16 at 9/8c

Pete and his gang ride out to the Lone Star State to build a double-decker hideout in Texas Hill Country. They create rustic perfection in six live oak trees with a saloon-style first floor for sippin' sarsaparilla and a glass floor for stunning views below.

Jeffersonian Honeyymoon Suite premieres Monday, September 16 at 10/9c

Pete and his build crew head to Virginia for the first time to bring the treehouse revolution to Bella Rose Plantation. Drawing on the architectural innovations of Thomas Jefferson, Pete designs a luxurious two-story treehouse with colonial columns.

Thrill 'n' Chill Treehouse premieres Monday, September 23 at 7/6c

Pete descends upon western Washington to create a treehouse for action and relaxin'. With a 55-foot-long bouncy-bridge entryway into a 20-foot high structure and a zip-line that travels through the forest, this treehouse generates non-stop thrills.

A Treehouse Fit for A Viking premieres Monday, September 23 at 8/7c

Pete takes on his first international treehouse in breathtaking Norway. Working alongside a local builder named Frode, the 24-foot-high retreat sleeps eight and allows for stunning views of the nearby lake.

The Bird Barn Treehouse premieres Monday, September 23 at 9/8c

Two retirees get a retreat on their 100-acre Wisconsin farm. Pete builds a barnlike birdhouse with three separate pods - an art studio, an office, and a lounge - complete with a screened in porch and a deck overlooking their stable of alpacas.

Grace VanderWaal’s Got Treehouse premieres Monday, September 23 at 10/9c

When Grace VanderWaal a singer, songwriter, and ukulele marvel won America's Got Talent, she said she wanted a "sick" treehouse and Pete heard her loud and clear! He and his crew build not one, but two treehouses for the 13-year-old musical wonder.

# # #